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fabriwin is a cutting edge software package. it is specifically designed to work with the latest sheet metal cutting and punching machines. unlike other cad/cam packages which only
support specific machines and have limited feature sets, fabriwin is a complete cad/cam package that supports all sheet metal cutting and punching machines. it is very easy to

use. with over 6,000 user licenses worldwide, fabriwin's large installed user base assures the greatest return on investment among all cad/cam products. fabriwin utilizes a built-in
2d cad system with sheet metal specific logic and direct integration to best of class 3d solid modeling packages. capable of reading all industry standard cad files, fabriwin ensures
that you will be able to meet your client's requirements. compatible across all makes and models of both punching and cutting machines, you can match software functionality and

cost to your machine's capability. fabricam is the first dos based cad/cam software for sheet metal fabricators. the product is an easy-to-use cam package for fabricators that can be
used by anyone from the shop technician to the general manager, without the need for extensive training. it is a part of the metalsoft family of products that includes an integrated
cam system, graphic design system, and a module for turning drawings into nc programs. fabriwin system features include: equipment automation dramatic reduction in setup time

flexible, high-quality materials solid-state laser system modular design compatible with other fab tools integrated powder coating
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